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CHAPTER 1 

The attempt on Charles Duhigg’s life was the first step in many leading him to be the most 

wanted criminal in the galaxy. Either that or he would die in the next five minutes.  He 

was on his spaceship, a freighter not unlike a passenger jet but shorter and wider. 

Normally this would comfort Charles. Today, there was a murderer chasing after him with 

a naked six-inch blade. 

She wasn’t an ex-girlfriend, hired assassin, or even a random mugger. Charles couldn’t 

fathom why his new co-worker would want to kill him. His co-workers would fire him, if 

given the chance. Perhaps management hired an assassin to be his co-worker. If he 

survived, Charles would file a complaint later. 

They were about to enter the trade-line to the Yotnewt wormhole when she pulled the 

knife on him. Swwish—it cut ten hairs a quarter inch. By sheer luck, he ducked the blade 

and ran outside of the cockpit into the freighter’s corridor. 

Charles ran around the corridor. It was shaped like a huge donut inside his ship. One big 

loop with the airlock at the back and cockpit at the front. Behind him, soft footfalls 

pattered. The murderous pitter-patter of kids running down on Christmas Day. The only 

present Charles could expect this year was his untimely demise. 

As they ran around the corridor a few times, Charles said, “The zork you want with me!” 

If he was having a polite conversation he would have said, “The zork you want with me!” 

She had pulled a knife on him. 

“I need this ship. It’s nothing personal but you have to die. Please don’t make this 

difficult.” 

She slowed down. There was no where for Charles to run. After all, they were on a small 

space-ship. She was a Tervoc. The Tervoc was one of the thousands of aliens to populate 

the universe. The alien was a squirrel-ish creature, furred and a head shorter than a 

human. This specimen, the murderous woman, was orange-red and dressed like a man. 

Charles couldn’t remember her name. They had only met an hour ago. 

If management asked him if Charles wanted an assistant he would have said, “No.” There 

were two reasons for that, Charles liked his privacy and he looked down on others in his 

profession. Management hated him for that. If it wasn’t for their automated system they 

would have fired him ages ago. Hence why management could be trying to kill him. 



If anyone probed Charles’s mind further, he would eventually get to the reason: I don’t 

want to be murdered by my assistant. 

Charles and the woman were on opposite sides of the ‘O’ corridor. Her voice came from 

the left and right at the same time. 

“This ship has a worm-hole ticket to the Yotnewt galaxy and I have a business meeting 

there.” While she spoke, her voice came louder from the right side. Charles started inching 

his way to the left—he wouldn’t be snuck up on. He resented her for using the familiar 

“Chuck.”  

At the freighter’s front—opposite the cockpit—was the entrance to his quarters. There he 

could grab his only weapon, a flamethrower. It was meant to disintegrate stubborn weeds, 

but it could disintegrate any Tervoc right quickly. Only problem would be explaining to 

his boss why he had to kill his co-worker. And the cleaning bill. 

Her voice came from the left now, she had changed directions. “Why so shy? I’m happy to 

tell you what I’m doing with your ship since I have to kill you anyway.” He dodged right. 

She was protecting the cockpit. His quarters were hidden, she didn’t know about the 

weapon. Charles could call for help at the cockpit, but he wanted to end this himself. 

Charles crept slowly to the front, counter-clockwise. If he provoked a chase, he could get 

to his quarters, open them, and grab his weapon. Or if she was sneaking counter-clockwise 

he would find the front of the ship unguarded. 

Silence returned save for the churning hum of the life-support system. Step by silent step 

Charles got closer to his weapon. 

They couldn’t wait forever, either of them. Eventually, Charles freighter would collide 

with an asteroid, or worse yet, they would get attacked by disco-pirates. Someone had to 

make a move. Charles got his chance first. She—whatever her name was—wasn’t at the 

front of the ship. 

He ran forward to his quarters. There was a false door, part of a two-stage plan to protect 

his illegal plants in his room. They weren’t drugs. Their DNA was intellectual property of 

Xercan. 

The pitter-patter of running came from behind. Charles turned around. The red menace 

leapt at him with the knife pointed forward. Two thoughts flashed into Charles’s head. 

She had gone counter-clockwise, as he hoped, only really fast. 

And Charles remembered her name: Jessica. 

Going unarmed against a knife was hopeless. His luck had finally run out. Desperately, 

his arms shot forward and caught her—by the biceps—in mid-leap. She jerked in his grip 

and Charles struggled hard to remain on his feet. Surprise lighted up her face but she kept 

wrestling regardless.  



To his surprise, Jessica had handled a knife before, Charles could tell. She must have a 

long list of business assassinations under her belt. They wrestled back-and-forth. All 

Charles focused on was keeping a grip on her knife arm and keeping said arm as far as 

possible from his body. The point of the knife scored red lines on Charles’s upper arm. 

Two back-and-forths later they collapsed side by side. 

On the ground, they flopped like gladiator fish. Jessica got up first. Her arm—now free—

came hammer fist down onto Charles’s chest. Charles twisted and rolled out of the way. 

The knife tinged off the metal floor. 

Charles thrust a kick at Jessica’s head. Her neck snapped sideways. She pulled away and 

shot him a snarl, tough lady. The knife arced—swwwish—and the tip cut a red line across 

Charles’s shin. With the same momentum, she swung again. Charles pulled back and 

righted himself. She prepared another stab. Her arm pulled back too far, giving Charles a 

chance. 

He charged forward, despite the pain in his shin, and grabbed her knife arm again. Now 

locked arm-in-arm, they pressed against each other. Charles slowly gained the upper 

hand, but any slip-up would mean the knife was free. And instead of a red drawing on his 

shin, it would be a red fountain on his chest. 

Beep boop beep! A message interrupted. Someone outside the ship, presumably a 

different spaceship, was hailing them. 

It was a double-edged sword. Immediately, Jessica slipped her knife arm out and stabbed 

at Charles. Panicked, he stumbled and fell. Dragging Jessica down with him. The knife 

stabbed the floor under his armpit. After he stabilized the knife arm again, the fight 

leveled out again. However, this time Jessica was slowly winning. 

The other edge of the sword was the message provided an opportunity for Charles. He 

could ask the other ship to come and help him.  

Charles yelled at the cockpit door. Hopefully, the microphone would pick his voice up. 

“Help, help! A stowaway is trying to kill me.” 

That wasn’t true. He had invited her onto his ship. But surely it was enough to get any 

respectable traveler to help him. Unless of course there were more than one respectable 

traveler nearby, then each of them would assume it was the other’s responsibility and wait 

as Charles got murdered by Jessica.  

Assuming there was only one traveler, would he be brave enough to break into another 

ship and fight a psychotic female Tervoc? But still, Charles reasoned, the odds had now 

turned into his favor. As long as he kept alive that is. 

A female voice—though it is hard to tell with so many types of aliens—a female voice 

radioed in. It clicked and rasped happily. 

“Oh, I think things have just gotten worse for the both of you, hun.” 



Charles and Jessica exchanged a confused look. A rare moment of understanding between 

hunter and hunted. Almost any other reply would have made sense. 

Then something played over the comms and both Charles and Jessica became terrified. 

Unending disco music. 

It was a strange mix of numerous songs but primarily it was Boogie Wonderland by Earth, 

Wind and Fire. Charles seemed to recall that song signified the disco-pirates were happy. 

Yes, disco music from earth. Earth culture provided very few exports to the universe at 

large. One was American-Chinese cuisine fusion. Charles was extremely familiar with that 

one because he was a farmer. American-Chinese food (Amchi for short) was a far and wide 

delicacy. An affordable delicacy provided Charles and millions of others worked hard. 

Disco music was the other earth export. It made a lasting impression of terror. Disco 

music always signified disco-pirates. They used the music to jam communications while 

they raided and pillaged and stole and danced their way to financial freedom. 

The worst that could happen to Charles would be his ship to be taken, himself robbed of 

everything, and brainwashed into disco-slavery. The best would be just robbed. Which 

Charles could deal with. His quarters were sealed and hidden. All his prized possessions 

were safely inside. Charles could manage if they stole everything else.  

All the farming equipment would be covered by his company’s insurance policy. Then 

Charles could give the pirates Jessica as a disco-slave to make it worth the pirates’s time. 

He held onto the sliver of hope of him flying away. Losing his co-worker to pirates 

wouldn’t mark his perfect work record. Murder—understandably—would.  

Jessica felt no such hope. Each path to her was certain doom. 

“They’re going to board us,” Jessica said, she wasn’t looking at Charles. It took him a 

moment to realize she was talking to him. 

“They might, they might not.” The pirates’ interest depends on what their scanners pick 

up. Even if they found something they wanted, they could just order Charles to jettison it. 

Boarding took effort. 

Both Jessica and Charles clasped each other’s wrists, but they weren’t struggling. Chuck 

noticed an odd necklace that had come free from Jessica’s shirt. It was a plastic ball that 

held a shimmering blue stone. 

“No. They won’t. We’ll just jettison the farm equipment. Assuming you—” 

“I have something they will want and they’re going to pick it up in person.” 

“Don’t you dare interrupt me. What could you possibly have that’s worth their time?” Each 

second they wasted the disco-pirates were getting closer. The disco-music played on. 



“My purse is full of dandelions,” Jessica said this quickly, not giving it the gravitas it 

deserved. 

Charles now understood why Jessica wanted to kill him. She needed his ship to smuggle 

the million-crown crop to Yotnewt. The aliens of Yotnewt—the Lousl—valued dandelions 

as a baking ingredient and psychedelic drug. 

On the starboard side of the ship, Jessica had dropped off her bag. Charles would never 

have guessed it would have a million crowns worth of produce. Understanding, Charles 

nodded. His under-reaction made Jessica explain further. 

 “Not just any dandelions,” she said, “non-terminator dandelions.” 

Terminator plants only produce one crop then die. The seeds must be rebought each year. 

Non-terminator plants are genetically complete and therefore are far more valuable. The 

owner can provide their own seeds and no longer must buy them from the DNA’s 

copyright holder. 

Charles’s mouth bobbed open and shut like a gasping fish. “What—you, how!”  

Xercan has protected the non-terminator dandelion DNA since he bought earth nine-

thousand years ago. The Lousl of Yotnewt would pay billions to own it.  

Thinking about it, Charles said, “I don’t believe you.” 

“Yeah well suit yourself. If it wasn’t for your meddling, I would have delivered it by now.” 

“Meddling? By meddling you mean me not dying?” 

“Irrelevant. Now, the pirates are going to board us. What can we do to keep our skin and 

perhaps the dandelions as well?” 

To understate their relationship, they weren’t friends. If he trusted Jessica, he would get 

a knife to his back. There was no way he could get rid of the pirates and Jessica while 

keeping the dandelions. Besides, they couldn’t be non-term seeds. A million crowns was 

a small price to pay for his life. 

“Okay, if you don’t stab me, we’ll see what we can do. We’ll split the profits ninety, ten.” 

“And how will you do that?” 

“The maintenance panel opposite the cockpit is a false door. It leads to a scanner-proof 

room.” 

Jessica relaxed, there was a way for her to get out alive. Charles relaxed as well. “Let’s do 

it. Ninety for me, ten for you.” 

“Flip it, ninety for me, ten for you,” Said Charles. 

“That’s not fair, I risked my life to get those dande—” 



“You’re not in the position to haggle. Quickly grab the plants. Then we can pray the pirates 

haven’t scanned our cargo.” 

Jessica weighed the situation and nodded. She stood and bolted to the rec-room where 

she had dropped her purse. 

Charles was close on her heels. Jessica realized a half-second too late why he was 

following her. Charles slammed the control panel to the rec-room. The door closed and 

locked. Sealing Jessica inside. 

“Hey, you zorkhole! What about our deal?” Her door-obscured voice was barely audible 

over the disco music playing from the cockpit. 

“I weighed my options. You would have betrayed me later.” 

Jessica couldn’t disagree with that, “So, now what?” 

“Donate you into slavery and whatever you have in your purse will hopefully be enough 

for them to think they haven’t wasted their time. Enjoy being a disco-pirate!” 

Charles paid no heed to her stream of curses. He walked back to the cockpit. Joyfully 

humming to the music, he sat down and hailed the pirate captain. This would be the only 

time in his life he enjoyed the music of certain doom. 

The pirate capital ship was a bulbous flashy white potato. It menaced with spikes. Radio 

dishes and transmission towers. Vast. Charles had to zoom out his rear camera to see it 

all. 

“Hello, captain. Today is your lucky day. I have a stowaway on my vessel I would like to 

give to you as payment for free passage. She might have some valuable produce with her, 

but I doubt it.” Charles took the moment to look at the cut on his shin. Painful but clotting. 

It would heal given time. 

The music’s volume lowered. The raspy female voice came on again. 

“Well, hun, that’s mighty thoughtful of you. I’ll gladly take a looksie at our new team 

member and the cash crop he has. Running a quick scan—now.” 

Optimistic, Charles felt playful. He said, “Mind turning on your camera, I want to see who 

this beautiful voice belongs to.” 

The video feed lit up. Charles moved the equipment arm and positioned it where he could 

see the screen. He flicked on his own camera. 

It wasn’t just any pirate captain. It was the Pirate Queen Dina. She was a rare alien race 

of giant spiders. It was her idea to use her mind-altering venom to create the disco-pirates. 

At each end of the eight arms, she had three nimble fingers.  



She was solely responsible for the disco-pirate menace. Pirate Queen Dina used five arms 

to disc-jockey the disco music, two arms to operate the ship, and one to sip an iced vanilla 

soy latte. Which is a three-bean soup. 

“Well, hello there beautiful,” Charles said, choking down disgust. Fortunately, reading 

alien facial expressions was difficult. Charles hoped Dina hadn’t learned to read human’s. 

“I’ve heard about you, Pirate Queen Dina.” 

Sip. “Well shucks… I didn’t know I was popular around these here parts. It’s nice to meet 

a true fan of my work. Most people I meet are turned inside out in a matter of minutes. I 

was just passing through, didn’t know today would be the best day of my life.” 

Charles didn’t understand why Dina said that. She was already unfathomably wealthy, 

and her fleet numbered in hundreds of ships. They controlled a fifth of the Iorian Glaxay, 

if reports from the Iroian Unbiased Truthful News Network were to be believed. 

He let the comment slide, “You’ve done this a thousand-and-one times before. Come 

aboard and take this smuggler off me.” 

 “First time I’ve been invited on a ship though.”  

A shudder marched up Charles’s spine. Disco-pirates were mind-controlled by a 

combination of her venom and dance music. He imagined the terror associated being 

attacked by disco-pirates. 

Queen Dina turned up the disco music. Ending the conversation. Charles turned off his 

audio system. He didn’t want to hear the music. 

Within five minutes, the pirate boarded Charles’s ship. Much to fast. Queen Dina 

obviously sent out a transport before she was invited. The pirates used a small transport 

ship. Charles opened both airlock doors, letting the disco-pirates in.  

Immediately seven pirates in red spiky jackets and giant golden reflective glasses danced 

on board. Huge bulky headphones pumped the music into their ears as their heads 

snapped in rhythm. The pirates were various races, mostly Quoquoa. The predominant 

race on Planet Iora. Imagine a green ant standing upright, remove the middle arms. Tall 

enough to bite off a human’s nose. 

Two more pirates were inside the transport, likely more, Charles didn’t peer in. 

“She’s right this way,” Charles said, even though there was no chance the pirates could 

hear him. 

The pirates jived, slid, and danced their way to the starboard rec-room. Charles unlocked 

the door.  

Immediately, the door hissed open, Jessica had been pushing the open button. She ran 

out, knife in hand, purse on the shoulder. 

The pirates leapt in front of her. 



Terrified, she dodged them and ran around the circular corridor. Seven pirates were more 

than necessary to go both ways at once and trap her on the far side. 

Charles caught up to them. A pirate took her knife away losing only one finger. Oblivious 

to the pain, the disco-pirate with five fingers (He originally had six, not a Quoquoa) held 

the knife by the blade. 

“Thanks for taking her off my hands.” Charles said as the pirates tied Jessica’s hands. Lest 

she take another stab at the pirates. 

“Our pleasure,” The pirate said, Charles hadn’t expected a reply. 

Jessica seized the opportunity, “Charles has drugs hidden behind a false door.” 

Charles rushed Jessica, but the pirates held him back. “You dirty rat!” Her accusation 

wasn’t true but now the pirates could rob Charles of his most precious possessions. 

Including his flamethrower. 

“Show me,” the pirate said. 

With a scowl, Chuck gave in. Better to lose one’s livelihood than life. “Right this way.” 

“Not you. Her.” 

Jessica’s arms were bound. The pirates let her lead the way to the hidden room—Chuck’s 

living quarters. “This door here.” She glared at Charles. Petty revenge, but she was being 

sold into slavery. 

The pirates opened the first door and saw a machine panel. 

“It’s a false panel, push it aside.” 

Following Jessica’s advice, the false door opened, and the inside garden was revealed. It 

was a grow-op fed by sun-panels. Some forty plants lined the walls. The pirates stepped 

inside to analyze the plunder. They weren’t impressed. It seemed that way anyhow, they 

only ever scowled. Charles wasn’t growing any valuable plants. Terminator or non-

terminator. 

Jessica stooped around, confused. It at just a bed, a kitchen slot, a wall cabinet. The walls 

were covered in planters with plants spilling out of them. A flamethrower leaned beside 

the door. 

The pirates opened a wall cabinet and retrieved a box. Pencil-case size. It was Charles’s 

seed vault full of his non-terminator seeds. There were some valuable seeds inside. 

Valuable for the same reason non-term dandelions were valuable. The pirates would take 

that, there would be a buyer. 

Charles went to Jessica. The pirates stood in his way. Charles didn’t job at her this time 

though he would have loved to. 



His most precious possession was gone because of her. “I still go free after all this. I might 

come back just to boogie down with your re-animated corpse.” Charles’s fists tightened as 

if they were on her throat. 

The disco-pirate replied for Jessica, “Actually, we are taking you too. Queen Dina wants 

to make you her husband.” Charles now regretted buttering the Pirate Queen up. 

Now, the pirates circled Charles. Fear poured cold down his veins. There was no time to 

think. The five-fingered pirate still held the knife by the blade.  

Charles grabbed the knife and sliced it out of the pirate’s hand. Charles stabbed at him, 

but he spun out of the way (spinning with a dancer’s poise).  

Charles brought the knife down on Jessica. She flinched, but the knife only cut her bonds. 

He would need her to survive. They were each other’s best shot at escaping Queen Dina. 

They both stood by the door. Charles gave Jessica the knife and she slashed a circle of 

safety. Three pirates leapt back further into the room. 

Jessica and Charles went back to the corridor. Jessica fended off the three pirates in the 

corridor as Charles slammed the hidden door shut. He locked it. 

There were at least two pirates in the transport. They would board if he didn’t shut the 

airlock. 

Jessica kept the three pirates on their toes with feints. Meanwhile, Chuck stumbled into 

the cockpit and closed the airlock doors. Any remaining pirates in the transport would be 

stuck there. Pain traced a line on his shin. The cut had reopened. Grabbing the controls, 

he gunned the freighter away from the transport and hoped they hadn’t activated docking 

clamps. A moment of luck: they hadn’t. 

Above and behind, Dina’s capital ship flared to life. Charles and Jessica were now being 

hunted by the most dangerous criminal in the galaxy. 

The freighter hauled with effort into maximum acceleration. They were likely on a 

collision course with something, but Charles didn’t have the time to deal with that. Jessica 

was losing a fight with three pirates. One of them had his back turned to the cockpit. 

Charles seized his head and tore off his headphones. The headphones communicated 

instructions to the pirates, without it the pirate became catatonic. He fell to the ground 

limp. 

Charles lunged at another set of headphones, too slow. 

The pirate brought a baton on Charles head—SMACK—and jumped after him. Charles 

stumbled back. Charles missed the head hold but caught his shoulders. He held the pirate 

still for a precious moment. Jessica buried a knife in the pirate’s neck. 

The corpse flopped aside with a push from Charles. The last pirate unlocked the bedroom 

door. 



“I need to pilot us out of here,” Charles yelled back as he pushed on the pirates back, 

propelling himself into the cockpit. He closed the cockpit door. Jessica would likely die, 

and the four pirates would eventually kill Chuck. 

But none of that would matter if he didn’t escape Dina’s capital ship. The transport wasn’t 

a threat anymore, it didn’t have any guns, but there was a possibility that space-fighters 

would be scrambled. Charles had the advantage of a surprise, but it wouldn’t last. None 

of the guns on Dina’s ship were moving. 

Space debris floated directly ahead. Charles tore a hard right in time. 

He needed to make a proper getaway. His only hope was to enter the trade-line. An 

artificial slipstream that moved much faster than light. Before Jessica attacked him, like 

ages ago now, he was about to enter the slipstream. The trade-line would take them to the 

Yotnewt wormhole. Charles needed to activate his sails and enter a new matrix. Once in 

the slipstream, they would be safe. 

He connected to the trade-lane buoy. 

MRX REQ He typed furiously into the trade-line App. Matrix Request. 

The matrix came and auto-filled a ninety-six character box. Confirm Matrix Adoption? 

The app asked. He slammed yes. The sails opened on the outside of the freighter. Charles 

wretched the freighter up. Not in evasive maneuver but he was currently below the trade-

lane envelope. If he activated the sails outside the trade-line, his freighter—and everyone 

inside—would be smeared across the galaxy like a child’s finger painting. Hence the space 

debris he dodged. 

The rear camera displayed the glimmering white potato. Several fighter jets had been 

scrambled and were racing toward him. Those would take a while. Dina aimed her 

cannons at Charles now.  

A projectile zipped overhead. It was way off. No way it could hit the ship. But it was close 

to hitting the sails. Dina wanted to disable the sails. Charles folded the sails again. He 

would activate the sails once in the slipstream. 

Everything was looking good. He would be inside the envelope and make a clean getaway. 

He relaxed for a moment. Had he forgotten something? 

“Heeeelp!” Jessica yelled from the corridor. Her voice sounded from left to right without 

any doppler effect—she wasn’t running fast enough for that.  

Charles had a thought. The pirates could kill Jessica and then Charles would enter the 

slipstream. Incapacitating the pirates since Dina couldn’t broadcast music anymore. Or 

he could save Jessica. 

Charles opened the door as two pirates ran past. The other two would be running the other 

way. It was unlikely Jessica could slip their batons. With luck, she could stab one of them 

dead. 



Charles leapt to his quarters and grabbed his flamethrower. Technically a gardening tool 

but no less lethal than any other flamethrower. 

His hand clenched the top handle and it swung lazily beside Chuck. He balanced the 

weight with a heavy list to the left. The flame-thrower roared to life with a wrench on the 

starting cord. Stepping over the two corpses, he jogged around the corner. 

In the back of his mind, he hoped he was safely in the slipstream envelope. Charles didn’t 

need any fires to put out, he was busy starting one. If the fighters reached the freighter, 

they could shoot off the trade-line sails as they opened. 

Charles’s clunky steps alerted the pirates. Jessica was backed against the airlock door. 

Four pirates surrounded her, twirling batons to inaudible music. 

Two of them on Charles’s side spun around. Charles closed his eyes. The flame-thrower 

opened and shot a white-hot flame knife eight feet long. The pirates flashed into ash. As 

the heat wave hit, Charles wished he had his flame suit on. Jessica shielded her eyes from 

the brilliant light. 

The pirates, protected by their heavy glasses, tried to rush Charles. Jessica barely had the 

time to stop them. With a clumsy jump, she tripped them up and all three fell in a pile on 

the floor. 

Charles forced his eyes open. 

The two pirates attempted to baton Jessica as they flopped on the floor. Jessica ducked 

out from their arms. The pirates accidentally bonked each other on their heads. 

“Run!” Charles yelled. Jessica scrambled to her feet and away. 

The pirates leapt up facing chuck. Charles revved his flame-blade and swept the floor. 

Two pair of smoking boots greeted Charles when he opened his eyes. Cleaning this whole 

mess up would be difficult. 

Charles sweated. The spaceship’s air conditioning droned with bulking effort. But at least 

it was all over. 

Jessica ran completely around the ship, set her knife against Chuck’s throat, and said 

dryly. “Drop the flamethrower.” 

Chuck complied. CLUNK! It was a good sign Jessica hadn’t filleted him yet. 

CHAPTER 2 

Jess took joy in shoving Chuck into the rec-room. Chuck explained calmly—much too 

calmly—that they needed to enter the trade-line. He bent backwards, not expecting 

Jessica to give his neck any leeway. 



With a kick, Chuck stumbled into the rec-room. 

“I can handle the trade-line.” Jess deftly worked the door controls. Shut. Locked. 

Jess didn’t know whether she could handle the trade-line. The smallest viable spacecraft 

was a space-cycle. The lightest of the super-lights. They were the only thing Jess had 

experience flying. They didn’t have trade-lane sails. 

Given time, Jessica could figure out the tradeline app. But that theoretical universe was 

theoretical, hotly pursuing pirates made sure of that. Jess settled into the cockpit seat. It 

was uncomfortably large. 

On the dashboard, many lights flashed. Each demanding Jess’s attention. She had no idea 

what was most important. The rear camera showed the approaching enemies.  

Boop beep boop. A ping from the comms. On the panel, two signals flashed. She pressed 

the first. Blaring music attacked her ears. She scrambled to cover her ears and then forced 

herself to turn off the external channel. She pressed the second. 

Chuck’s voice came over an inner channel. “Jessica, please, I don’t want to be a sex slave.” 

There was no worry about that, Queen Dina’s eggs would kill Chuck within a year. 

“And I didn’t want to be a disco-automaton.” Jess sneered. She hoped her voice carried 

her intended sting. 

“Please—for the love of zork, you zork-damned rodent—type in confirm matrix into the 

front console and hope to whatever degenerate god you worship we are in the trade-lane.” 

Sting delivered and received. 

They had pirates to escape, “The only familiar thing to me here is the targeting computer—

” 

“Above the targeting computer.” 

“Okay… where’s the keyboard?” 

“IT’S A ZORK-DAMN TOUCH SCREEN! THE KEYBOARD WILL POP UP!” The audio 

channel clipped Chuck’s voice. 

Jess tapped the screen. The pirate fighters were right behind. There was a chance they 

would push the freighter out from the trade-lane. 

Jess’s fingers hovered over the keyboard. “What do I need to type again?” 

“Confirm matrix!” Chuck pleaded. 

Jess typed. A clang rung the ship like a bell. The pirates shot a grappling hook. This one 

missed. They could have pushed the freighter out but pulling with a grappling hook was 

far safer. 

Done, Jess pressed enter. Nothing happened. “It didn’t work.” 



Chuck swore and said, “’C’, ‘F’, ‘M’! Space! ‘M’, ‘R’, ‘X’!” As Chuck called the keystrokes, 

Jessica dialled them in. Pressed enter. 

“Now what?” 

“Click the sails button! Sails! Sails! Sails!” 

Jessica searched and saw the button. She heard a whirring noise. 

She looked at the rear screen. A grappling hook shot towards them. Dead on target. The 

fighter’s guns blazed, aiming for the sails. Bullets zipped by. 

The sails caught the slip stream. 

All monitors flashed once and ground into static. Jessica’s insides churned. Outside 

everything dropped to black. A honey glow bubbled in front of the freighter. 

The honey-yellow expanded until it filled the entire view, forward and back. It was like 

their spaceship flew in a large plastic ball. A pink glow bubbled, it spread and changed the 

color of the ball. Then blue. Red. Magenta. Cyan. Random colors. Faster and faster. 

The colors banded the sky, as new ones appeared old ones disappeared behind the ship. 

Jessica was mesmerized. 

“So. Did we do it?” Chuck’s voice was soft. 

“Either I’m on wild drugs or we are in the trade-line.” 

Whimper. “Okay. Just so we don’t get thrown out of the galaxy, type stop checkpoint sixty-

three.” He called out the keystrokes again. Never before had Jessica heard the spirit 

drained from a voice. 

CONFIRM STOP AT 63: Your tradeline fare comes to 162 crowns. Thanks for using the 

Tradeaway Tradeline App! 

One-hundred-and-two crowns amounted to the price of an expensive meal. “You owe 

Tradeaway one-hundred-and-two crowns.” 

“The company will cover it. Click email receipt.” Jess pressed the button. 

“Done!” Jessica tried to spin the chair, but it only turned twenty degrees. He momentum 

slammed her side into the unforgiving armrest. She smiled through the pain—she had just 

escaped being sold into slavery. 

Chuck’s voice revved to maximum. “WHEN I GET OUT OF HERE—” 

Jess turned off the intercom. Air conditioner hum. She would rather listen to disco music. 

 

Charles paced inside the rec-room. He had already gone through all the farm equipment. 

Nothing there could break down the door. Electronic pieces to correct farm machinery. 



He found some shears. It would even the playing field against a knife if only just. Charles 

held them behind his back. A childish ploy but he needed every advantage he could get. 

A knock from the door. His blood flared. 

Charles threw himself against the door and screamed into the joint. “You sickly rodent 

smuggler. As soon as I get out of here, I’m going to drown you in your own blood like a 

rat, you drowned rat.” 

“Chuck.” Her voice was flat. 

Charles wasn’t about to allow himself to be coddled. He let Jessica know what he really 

thought about her for another minute. 

“Chuck, I could have killed you. I’m glad I decided not too. But you seem intent on 

changing my mind?” 

The thought gave Charles pause. He was alive. Since his mortality was on the line, he 

forced himself to listen to what she had to say. Not that he was happy about it. 

Baring his teeth, “Okay. What’s on your mind.” Charles hand bounced the shears in his 

grip. 

“I want to hire you.” 

The novelty of the offer stunned Charles. His curiosity replaced anger. “What?” 

“Look. Plans change. One minute you are smuggling the most expensive prize you’ve ever 

stole. They stole that. Now I’m wanting to take advantage of new opportunity. You 

handled yourself very well with the pirates, you smuggle things, and you hate your job.” 

Charles enjoyed hearing about himself. She was perceptive, he had complained to her 

about the job earlier. Only a little. 

“Go on.” 

“I am a career criminal. Guilty as charged. But I don’t work alone, my team could use 

someone like you.” Someone with a farm licensed vehicle, “Here, as an act of good faith…” 

The door clicked and opened. 

Jessica stood tense, knife in hand. She took a step back, not aggressive. “What’s behind 

your back.” 

Charles casually revealed the shears, “If you attacked.” Charles grip tightened and they 

watched each other. 

“I know you have no reason to trust me, but let’s drop our weapons.” She gulped. “On the 

count of three… one, two, three.” 

Disarmed, Charles disarmed himself further. True to her word, her knife landed with a 

tinny clatter. 



Both relaxed. Jessica finished her thought. “Think my offer over. The ship’s yours. Drop 

me off at a reputable port, I’ll handle the resignation with GAG,” GAG was the company 

they worked for, “and get out of your hair permanently. There is lots of money to be 

made.” 

The swirl of Charles thoughts focused on the non-terminator dandelions. She wasn’t 

kidding, billions of crowns to be made. At least millions, he wasn’t sure she was telling the 

truth. 

“What happened to your dandelions?” 

“One of the pirates took it immediately back. I didn’t lie when I said it was valuable.” 

Jessica pouted. More at her loss than at Charles’s suspicion. 

“It won’t be worth much to Dina though. She—” 

“Yeah, I know. She would have to personally smuggle it. She would get caught by border 

patrol. And no smuggler would ever work with her. What a waste.” 

“Don’t interrupt me. But that’s exactly right. She’ll hold on to it, forever I think. It would 

take an army to get it from her.” 

“It wouldn’t. An army would fail. A small team of trained operators could do it.” Jessica 

finished pouting with a violent shake of her head, “Never mind all that. So what I lost an 

important partner in Yotnewt. My head is rushing with possibilities with you part of our 

crew. Where did you ever learn… all that.” 

“Another life.” Charles walked past her. Jessica didn’t try any tricks. She didn’t take her 

eyes off Charles though. Charles needed to find his seed vault. There was a distinct chance 

he vaporized it by the airlock. Stress gripped him. He loved his seed vault, small though 

it was. 

Charles searched the stabbed and catatonic pirate. The catatonic pirate had died. Froth 

dribbled from his mandibles. It was impossible to escape Queen Dina’s mind control. 

It wasn’t there. There was a glimmer of chance it fell somewhere near the cockpit and 

hadn’t been vaporized. He ran there and dropped to his knees searching.  

Jessica followed and held back pinching her nose. “Are you looking for this?” She held out 

the case. 

Charles snapped it from her grip. “Don’t you ever touch that—” 

“Zorkhole. I kept it out of harms way. A pirate I attacked dropped it in your secret 

sanctuary.” 

“It’s not a secret sanctuary. It is my home.” 

Jessica glared at him, rubbing her hand. 



“Thanks.” Charles managed to cough up. He went to the cockpit, stepping over the once-

catatonic pirate. Once inside the cockpit, he took a moment to admire the slipstream’s 

light show. Jessica followed soon after. 

“Almost done.” He casually tapped a screen, “We’re at sixty-one right now.” 

Jessica’s head gimbaled around the mass of dials, knobs, and switches. Charles noticed 

she couldn’t focus on any one part. 

“You don’t understand any of this do you?” 

Jess shook her head. 

“All trade-lanes are divided into sixty-four nodes. The head node is called the—” 

“I know that. I just don’t understand how to pilot freighters.” 

Two flares hit Charles’s mind. One: he had been interrupted. Two: she wanted to kill him 

and commandeer his freighter without the knowledge to fly it? 

“So, you were going to off me and then learn to fly a freighter?” Charles’s comment started 

with anger but turned into a comical observation. 

“Yes?” 

Charles let out a laugh, “That’s really asking for trouble. I would bet against you every 

time.” 

Charles’s betting choices didn’t faze Jessica. “Well, this whole sting operation was a great 

opportunity. I jumped at it and I love learning on the fly.” 

She had learned the trade-line software quickly. “Well, you got us out of a sticky spot. But 

really you need to me more careful. There is a lot of things that can go wrong here. Hell, 

if we hadn’t been in the trade-line envelope your feet would have been near Iora and your 

head somewhere here.” 

The freighter reached checkpoint sixty-three. The sphere faded to black and (like a camera 

zoom) the normal space appeared again. They were at the Yotnewt wormhole, complete 

with a waypoint station and trade-line generators. A catcher and a thrower, end node 

sixty-three, and start node zero. They stopped looking down the barrel of the trade-line 

catcher. 

The cosmic wind dashed particles across the freighter’s panels. Sparkling like fairy dust. 

Charles manned the controls and pulled ship out from the rematerialization zone. 

Jessica stood beside him, tense. There was a lot of mean things Charles could do. Report 

her as a would-be-murderer to the waypoint station topped that list. 

The waypoint station was operated by the Iorian government. It was the border outpost 

between Iora and Yotnewt. 



Charles said, “Hey look, they must be having a summit with the Yotnewt government. 

That’s an Iroian battleship.” Charles pointed out the massive beast-of-a-ship above the 

waypoint station. The observation of military presence chilled Jessica further. 

Warning buoys surrounded the wormhole. It was a conspicuous black disc. Stable, thanks 

in part to the bracketing gate. The bracket stabilized the wormhole and provided security. 

The blast door was open. When closed, nothing could enter. Exiting was a different 

manner. The closed door could lead to a super-nova equivalent explosion. Population 

centers did not happen near wormholes due to explosion risk. 

Charles, sensing Jessica’s discomfort, went silent. He flew toward the waypoint station. 

 

The freighter orientated to the blue docking lights. Jess saw the experience as novel. It 

provided an interesting opportunity. She reckoned she could fit the jet-cycles inside the 

freighter and use the trade-line to her advantage. Teo was always telling her of jobs 

outside of Iora’s system. With Charles’s frieghter, she and her crew could take advantage 

of them. 

Imagining the future was the only thing to distract her from losing a billion crowns. She 

could have been a billionaire were it not for that meddling Pirate Queen. Jess put it in the 

back of her mind to spit in Dina’s eye the next chance she could get. 

As for Chuck, Jess didn’t know what to expect. He got up from the controls and walked to 

his quarters. He brought fetched his flame-thrower and set it back in it’s nock.  

Jess expected Charles to dismiss her. The job offer hadn’t been enough to catch his 

interest. He had an honest job. The plants he was growing weren’t drugs. They happened 

to be illegal due to draconian laws. 

Or worse. If he reported her to the authorities, she would have no choice but to report his 

grow-op back. Not from a sense of civic duty, merely revenge. 

She went into the secret sanctuary. Or as Chuck called it, his home.  

The plants hung from every available surface. Grow lights were scattered throughout the 

room. Each trailed a taped cable across the walls leading to outlets meant for kitchen 

appliances. Teo, as much as he tried, couldn’t garden anything like this. And he had more 

space, resources, and natural sunlight. 

Ivy climbed walls and draped the ceiling, shelving box held tiny ferns and various herbs. 

Succulents popped up from clay pots on the floor. Jessica could only recognize one plant 

and she giggled on seeing it. 

“Is that a thimble-sprout?” 

Chuck’s eyes alighted on the plant, said, “Well spotted. No commercial value, I got it from 

a decorative plant shop. I mean, I was meant to incinerate the seed, but I had different 

plans. Getting the seeds from it is mighty difficult—” Charles talked ever so long. 



“It’s a reminder of home.” The thimble-sprout used to grow on the planet Fame. Jessica 

was born there. 

Chuck huffed and attended to the plants. Shoulders up without so much a glance at Jess. 

Jess felt the change in atmosphere. She was a busy person, her crew would be wanting for 

her back on Iora, “So… should I go?” Perhaps Chuck had already dropped her off in his 

mind and wanted her to leave. 

“No, not yet. I wanted to give a quick check before I went inside.” He was looking at his 

seed box. Jess peered and could just see a pile of plastic bags presumably full of seeds. 

“They’re all here.” He sighed deeply and put the box back in the wall cabinet. “It took a 

long time to collect those. These seeds are like misprints on warning labels, rare and 

should be removed. Should. But I collect them. Other’s can burn them if they want.” 

“Why collect them?” 

“One day I will have the opportunity to plant them.” Jess looked around the room, it was 

already a hanging garden. The only way he could grow more in his quarters is if he 

replaced his bed with a flower bed and slept elsewhere. 

“Pay is pretty bad huh?” 

“Huh? No, the pay is fine. Don’t like what I can afford that’s all.” 

Chuck did one last scan of the room.  

He continued, “I’m really sorry about your dandelions. I would have loved to grow them 

myself.” 

A stranger’s apology can’t be sold for one-billion crowns. “Don’t worry about it, you were 

just trying to stay alive. Besides, we will made lots of money together.” 

Chuck held up a warning finger, “I didn’t say I was in. Okay? Don’t go putting words in 

my mouth.” 

“Relax, I’m just trying—” 

“And don’t tell me to relax. Zork! What are you, a therapist?” 

Chuck didn’t mince words. Jess liked that, said, “If you had been serious about that 

ninety-ten offer, we could have been sitting on a lot of money right now.” 

“Didn’t believe you at the time, you sounded like a liar.” 

His lack of trust ruined her delivery. Voiding the best heist Jess had ever pulled. “Don’t 

talk to me like that—” The mental pit of being out a billion crowns opened up again. Queen 

Dina will pay. “Let’s not get off the wrong foot here.  I’m hoping you what to help me 

smuggle so this trip won’t be a complete loss.” 



Charles sighed, “This is all I really want to do.” The plants, gardening. “You used your 

GAG job as a front to smuggle. Me, I work for GAG as front to garden. Look at this plant 

here.” 

Jessica traced his gesture to a fern on the brink of death.  

“This fern here got close to dying, he’ll be alright. Nothing I tried worked until I 

transplanted it. Dangerous but I didn’t know what else to do. I moved it from it’s planter 

that had some nutrient demanding tubers in it and put it in this one here.” He pinched 

the dirt with all his fingers and let the crumbs tumbled off. “There’s an alien fungus that 

grows in this pot. It is symbiotic with the plants. It doesn’t do anything on its own, but it 

connects them all and lets them communicate. These healthy plants helped the weak fern 

and soon that fern will help them back. 

“This—this is what I love. None of this working zork’n-zhit. So I can’t do with another 

job.” Jess needed to sweeten the deal. Her work offer had to be better than GAG’s. 

“Why have the scanner-proofing if you aren’t going to smuggle?” It must have cost a lot 

of money. 

“Just to protect my garden. I don’t have any right to it, by law. I’ve been collecting these 

seeds and plants for the last fifteen years. It is my life’s work.” 

Chuck left the sanctuary. Jess stayed behind for just a moment to admire the plants.  

Chuck was just outside glaring at the carbon stains the pirates left behind. It would take 

a lot of work to remove the burnt flesh smell. 

“I need a drink.” He walked out of his freighter. “Are you coming?” Jess was growing 

frustrated with Chuck’s not answering. She would give him a few more minutes over a 

shared drink. 

The drink in question was kavvii. It’s similar to coffee, almost exactly the same in 

everyway, but it’s alien. Kavvii grew first on water planet, (Otherwise known as an 

exploitable planet, intelligent marine life has been denied personhood. Civil right groups 

are trying to free the dolphin-like aliens with little success.)  

They sat down at the way-station’s café. Jess couldn’t tell if Charles’s calmness was like 

an unfriendly uncle having imbibed the correct amount of alcohol, or a cobra preparing 

to strike. 

 

Charles got straight to the point. “What’s your next job.” He held high expectations. 

Charles decided to trust Jess. He believed Jess had gotten her hands-on non-term 

dandelion seeds. That’s more than he ever got in his full time job. If he sold anything like 

that, he could buy his own planet and then cultivate it to his heart’s desire. Maybe even a 

space yacht and enough food and medical care to live a millennia to enjoy it. 



The waiter brought two cups of kavvii. Charles downed his in a single gulp. Jessica looked 

at it as if it were about to change colors. 

Jessica said, “Don’t know what the next job is, have to talk to Teo.” 

“Teo is part of your crew.” Why wasn’t he here? 

“Teo. Or Mateo you should call him. He’s our tech guy. Always browsing the internet for 

tips.” Charles didn’t understand, “Job tips, people to rob whatever.” 

“Ah.” 

“You in?” 

“Well, I don’t know. I’ll have to keep working for GAG. I might not be able to find the time 

to do jobs on a continual basis.” 

GAG stood for Gibi and Gerba. Two adopted brothers that won a dyson sphere betting on 

sea-horse races. The dyson sphere was outfitted to grow plants and, by itself, provided 

most of the food in the galaxy. Charles had done most of his early work there. Despite 

GAG’s management continually trying to fire Charles, the promotion system was 

automated. Charles continually got promoted and now handled communication for 

offshoot farms, inspections, and professional customer relations. 

Professional customer relations was the reason he was going to the Yotnewt galaxy. He 

had a business contract to consult on. Normally useless work excepting Charles. Charles 

knew farming and didn’t smudge his advice with mitigation. His consulting was worth 

every penny. Another reason GAG’s management hated him. Were he more useless they 

wouldn’t be envious. 

“Pfft. Don’t worry about that GAG job.” 

“I’ve been working at GAG for fifteen years. I’ll never get a job like this again.” It provided 

a steady daily paycheck that paid for Charles’s lifestyle. GAG held a virtual monopoly, and 

Charles had burnt his bridges within the company. Perfection was the only way he made 

ends meet. 

“Hmm? Oh. Don’t worry about losing it. I’ll get Mateo to hook you up with a hacker. The 

hacker will make sure your automated reports look clean. GAG is such a beaucratic 

monster it will be another three thousand years before they find the mismatch.” 

“You sure?” It sounded to good to be true. 

“Damn straight Chuck. I’ll even set it up for you even if you don’t work with me. I do owe 

you for trying to kill you. Take all your free time to do anything you want. Work with me, 

however, and we’ll be rolling in it.” 

Charles thought about it. Jessica’s kavvii reached the right temperature and she sipped it 

drop by drop. An unintentional timer to Charles’s decision, but he already knew what he 

wanted. 



“Alright, I’m in—” 

Jessica beamed a smile. “Fantastic! Let’s get back to Iora and talk to Teo—” 

“Not so fast. I’m going to finish this job and then I’ll meet with your team.” 

Jessica simmered a bit. “Add me on Sozice.” A social media messaging app, “I don’t use it 

a lot, but you’ll need directions.” 

 

Jess and Charles were bugs in the scope of the universe. Each barely had an apartment to 

their name. But both had broken the law. A law vast, powerful and with era’s of history. 

Charles and Jess smuggled intellectually property of a rich and evil alien. 

The richest being in the universe was a sentient rock named Spot. The evilest being in the 

universe was an immortal termite imprisoned on the frontier of space. But the sweet spot 

combination of riches and evil belonged to one alien only. 

Xercan.  

A bug-like creature with the face of a bird. 

He won Earth in an auction during Earth-year 4029 for a bargain price. His employees 

combed the Earth. They took and recorded every piece of DNA. Seeds, eggs, sperm all put 

in time-refrigerators. Every sample was labeled, recorded, synthesized. And most 

importantly: copyrighted. Xercan had beat God—capital ‘G’ God—in a legal battle some 

years before.  

All this genetic information was stored in a huge vault planet, in a hidden system of a 

hidden galaxy. Armed to the teeth guards patrolled the galaxy in the tens of billions. 

Nineteen layers of security ranging from the outer galaxy patrol to a explosive trap if 

someone set foot on the planet without Xercan’s expressed permission. Not that Xercan’s 

vault planet would blow up. Oh, no, no, no. It was too valuable. Xercan made sure that 

nukes were embedded in every populated planet in the universe. Xercan couldn’t be 

brought to destroy something he owned. 

After Earth gave up its genetic bounty, it was decontaminated. Xercan couldn’t let the 

genetic riches get to the black market. The planet was converted into a bleach ocean. The 

dirt churned to prevent a single chromosome of bacterium DNA from escaping. 

Earth had served it’s uselessness. Xercan sold it. It still had value as an iron mine. Xercan 

didn’t mine, he was a farmer. 

Economists said Xercan’s stunt would never pay off. They couldn’t have been more wrong. 

(Considering Xercan had pulled this stunt some ten million times and each time it paid 

off should have caused economists pause. Forgivable. Economists were mere mortals.) 

American-Chinese cuisine was a universe wide phenomenon among carbon-based life. 

Amchi spread. With it, the growing of Earth plants. Xercan sold the seeds. 



Long ago, humans sold their land and went to the stars. Humans spread thin. Very thin. 

Lonely, they mingled unproductively with the locals. One human created the definitive 

human dating app: Go Forth And Multiply. 

Every human used Go Forth and Multiply—G-Fam for short. A human would be 

considered lucky if there were two compatible humans within the same solar system. 

Attraction was an unlikely bonus. 

Humans, needless to say, were on the decline. 

When the last human dies, all that would remain would be amchi. The go-to source of 

macro-nutrients for amino-acid, carbon-based lifeforms. The cooking was scalable, and 

cheap. Easy to learn, hard to mess up. Sauces were creamy and complex. Adjustable to 

every tongue, tongues, or lack of tongue. 

All of this cooking required uncountable trillion tons of baby boc-choy. Xercan owned that 

copyright. He made insane money selling the seeds. Terminator seeds. 

Everyone knew that protein synthesis was the cheapest food source. Yuck. Nobody wanted 

to eat it. Except for monks, survivalists, and cross-fit trainers. 

Earth was the planet that enriched the universe with its food. Making Xercan a fortune in 

the process. Other than Amchi plants, Xercan wasn’t able to sell a single product from the 

genetic heritage of earth. Exotic earth pets never caught on as a luxury product. Earth’s 

grass was inferior to other planets grass. And slugs were gross. 

Everybody just wanted more mushrooms, bitter melon, and baby boc-choy. 
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